Where pleasure
is on the cards
With its sandy beaches, holistic health spas and fascinating bearded blokes,
there's lots to like about the former "dole capital of WA", writes Sue White.
STARING at the themed cards
bearing words like "nourished",
"expressive" and "grounded", I try to
heed my massage therapist's advice:
"Don't overthinkit," he suggests
gently, as I'm encouraged to choose
the three words that resonate most
with me.
Easy for him to say. Am I choosing
states that represent how I feel now,
tucked up in the soothing environs
of Cable Beach Club's Chahoya Spa?
Or, given that my selection will
determine the chakra-balancing
treatment that lies ahead, should
I be thinking longer term?
Cable Beach Club might seem like
a surprising place for an existential
crisis but delving into Broome's
recent history soon proves I'm not
alone in using Western Australia's
remote coastal town as abase in
which to get in touch with my
chilled-out side.
Before the 1980s, near-perfect
dry-season weather and serene
beaches attracted hippies from
across the country, earning Broome
the nickname of the "dole capital of
WA". Life for those camping on the
dunes or living in tree houses along
Cable Beach came to a sharp halt in
1988, when Lord Alistair McAlpine
bought the local caravan park and
began plans for the nowfamous
Cable Beach Club Resort and Spa.
The contract might have been
signed in the pub on the back of a
beer coaster but the ensuing
development was too much for the
laid-back types, who soon took off
to less commercial environs.
More than 20 years later, despite

the growth of Broome as a tourist
destination, it's still an excellent
spot for city dwellers seeking inner
peace. Set among 10.5 hectares of
serene, cooling gardens, Cable
Beach Club is the first place to start
getting away from everyone and
everything. Bungalows with wide
verandahs offer family-friendly
accommodation, with latticed walls
allowing cooling breezes to
meander through and between the
colonial-style buildings. Villas take
seclusion to a new level.
Complete with private plunge
pool, in-room check-in and full
butler service (of course), you'll
likely be too relaxed to notice the
$1100 to $1800-a-night rack rate.
Those without the budget can
head to the neighbouring Buddha's
Sanctuary. Owned by the resort but
open to all, the ornamental garden
features a3.5-metre, seven-tonne
crystal Buddha housed in a
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hexagonal ga/.ebo. Visitors and
locals alike come here to read,
meditate or take part in earlymorning yoga classes (entry and
classes by gold coin donation to the
Royal Flying Doctor Service).
While Cable Beach Club
undeniably boasts the area's best
location, options abound for laying
your head on a bed or a massage
table. About 15 minutes'walk from
Cable Beach, Broome Sanctuary
Resort offers its own day spa, Sorbet.
With less fanfare than Chahoya, this
hidden gem manages to deliver one

of the besl massages I've had in
years, while the mainly selfcontained accommodation
provides a welcome respite from the
high dining prices prolific through
remoteAustralia.
If you are eating out, Broome
Sanctuary's Pindan restaurant is the
first of several food-oriented
surprises in town. Here, gigantic
oysters, local threadfin salmon and
a poolside position combine with
balmy evening temperatures for a
perfect dining experience.
On hot afternoons, a table under

the mango trees at the 12 Mile Cafe
is another dining delight. This
organic cafe grows as much of its
own produce as possible, with
temptations like mango thickies
and Kangaroo rendang curry
makingit worth the 20-kilometre
drive from town.
While the cafe's commitment to
the environment is authentic, it's
their waterless, wall-less toilets that
delight most guests; like me, you
may be urged by your partner to take
a visit simply to enjoy their indooroutdoor ambience.

Getting there
Oantas flies twice-weekly
direct from Sydney to Broome
(April to October), priced from
$847 or via Perth year-round.
131313, qantas.com.
Getting around
Broome Sanctuary Resort has
complimentary shuttle bus
services between town and
Cable Beach for guests. A local
bus service also passes most
resorts and points of interest in
town hourly. Renting a car offers
the freedom of getting into the
broader kimberley, although
Broome-based tours will pick up
and drop off from your hotel.
Luxurious... (clockwise from far left) Sanctuary Resort; relaxing on Cable
Beach; the perfectly located Sunset Bar and Grill; a massage at Chahoya Spa.

For those keen to fill their days
with more than food, massage or
loos with a view, wildlife
experiences abound. Broome Bird
Observatory offers a chance to hang
out with thousands of migratory
birds; the quintessential sunset
camel ride along Cable Beach is
surprisingly meditative and the
humpback whales passing by in
their thousands between June and
November are an excellent reward
for those happy to sit and stare at
the ocean.
Those desiring an even deeper

dose of nature will likely end up in
Eco Beach. Just over an hour's drive
south of Broome, this high-end
resort is car free and positioned
beside 15 kilometres of pristine
beach. Although the resort's small
pool is tempting, given that it
appears to vanish over the edge of a
cliff, all the action here is on the
sand or at sea: the resort offers
excellent kayaking tours and whalewatching trips in the dry. In the wet,
guests can assist with turtle surveys
run by Conservation Volunteers
Australia, as the region is home to a

number of nesting flatback turtles.
Although a dusk drink at the
perfectly located SunsetBar and
Grill is a must-do on at least one
evening, Broome nightlife need not
include alcohol. Sinking into a deck
chair under the stars at Sun Pictures,
the oldest outdoor cinema in the
southern hemisphere, is heavenly
despite two possible distractions:
mosquitoes, and planes.
Be generous with the repellent
and try not to jump out of your seat
each time a jet roars overhead; the
airport is just next door.
For a mind-alerting night out with
a twist, spend two-hours with Greg
Quicke from Broome's Astro Tours.
With a beard reminiscent of the
area's hippie inhabitants and years
of lying flat out under the Kimberley
skies under his belt, Quicke's
passion for astronomy is as large as
his $12,000 telescopes. Evening
tours offer excellent viewings of

planets and star clusters invisible to
the naked eye, with a good dose of
contemplating our place in the
universe thrown in.
Back at Chahoya Spa, my
masseuse seems slightly
embarrassed when my selection is
finally narrowed down to the key
scent he'll use for my healing
massage. "Nourished" turns out to
relatetoChakra2 and he tactfully
passes me the card so I can discover
for myself that this energy centre is
about pleasure. While my own
hippie background tells me that the
pleasure in Chakra 2 is typically of
the intimate variety, it's not that
kind of massage. Nonetheless, it's a
perfect description of the Broome
experience: pure pleasure indeed.
The writer travelled courtesy of
Australia's North West Tourism,
Broome Sanctuary Resort and
local operators.

Staying there
Peak season rates (June to
September):
> Broome Sanctuary Resort, Cable
Beach, has one-bedroom
apartments from $405 a night.
1800 15 33 77,
broomesanctuaryresort.com.au.
^ Cable Beach Club has bungalows
from $577 a night, villas and
suites from $1167. 1800 199 099,
cablebeachclub.com.
» Eco Beach Wilderness Retreat
has tents, $165-270 a night,
villas, $250-$780.
(08) 9193 8015,
ecobeach.com.au.
See + Do
^ 12 Mile Cafe is on Yamashita
Road, (08) 9192 8552.
^ Greg Quicke offers two-hour
Astro Tours most nights, priced
from $75 adults/$45 kids if he
drives you. (08) 9193 5362,
astrotours.net.

